
Specifications

Article number HD-FRONT-TOY-TROOP

Price Price starts from €200,-

Dimensions Width: 841mm
Height: 422mm

Suitable for Toyota - Toyota Land Cruiser Series 78 Troop Carrier
Toyota - Toyota Land Cruiser Series 75 Troop Carrier
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Halfdrop window - front
side

Elevate your Toyota Troop Carrier to new heights

with the exclusive Explore Glazing halfdrop-

window. This exceptional product sets the

benchmark for superior ventilation, delivering a

truly unparalleled experience.



Halfdrop window - front side

Experience unrivaled functionality and impeccable craftsmanship with the Explore Glazing halfdrop-
window designed exclusively for your Toyota Troop Carrier. Its vertical top-to-bottom opening
mechanism guarantees optimal airflow, providing a refreshing breeze and unparalleled comfort
throughout your journeys.

Don't settle for anything less than the best. Upgrade your Toyota Troop Carrier with the Explore
Glazing halfdrop-window and indulge in a ventilation experience that surpasses all expectations.
Discover the difference and embrace the finest that Explore Glazing has to offer.

Equipped with user-friendly locks, this window can be easily secured at various angles to suit your
preferences.

Safety is paramount, and the Explore Glazing halfdrop-window features 4 mm tempered safety glass
that meets ECE-43R and DOT certifications. The polished glass edges ensure both optimal function
and safety during your adventurous expeditions. This window is available in the privacy grey glass
color with a light transmission of 20% (80% tinted), the same color as the gullwing window in glass
version and the sliding windows from Explore Glazing.

Crafted with durability in mind, the aluminum window frame boasts a high-quality black industrial
powder coating (RAL 9005). This ensures long-lasting resilience against weather-induced
discoloration, preserving its sleek appearance for years to come.

Ideal for overlanders and avid adventurers, the Explore Glazing halfdrop-window allows you to
optimize your available space while ensuring excellent ventilation during your trips and overnight
stays. Experience the perfect balance of functionality and comfort with the Explore Glazing halfdrop-
window for your Toyota Troop Carrier.

It's important to note that due to the separate inner and outer bodywork being spot welded together,
there may be variations in the window hole sizes, potentially affecting the window's fit. Therefore,
precise alignment is crucial to ensure a proper installation. 

The halfdrop window is exclusively available as a replacement for the original front side window. Due
to its shape, it is not technically feasible for the rear side window.
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The halfdrop window can be expanded with a window guard or with the drop down table
Explore Overlander Light.
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Installation

General
 

The dimensions of the window fully correspond to the original window.
The flange of the body is slightly curved. For an optimal fit of the new Explore Glazing window,
this flange must be made flat.
The inner and outer bodywork are two separate parts and are spot welded. This can cause
differences in the hole size of the windows, which can influence the fit of the windows. You
should therefore center the window as accurately as possible.  
Easy and quick to assemble.

The gullwing window is mounted with EPDM foam rubber, M4*20 stainless steel mounting screws and
sealed with adhesive.

For an additional charge, the stainless steel mounting screws can be supplied black powder coated.
This option is offered to you as standard.

A mounting set will be offered with your request and consists of:

drill 4.2 mm
cartridge of professional caulking compound
brush
rubber to remove the excess sealant

It is important that the Explore Glazing products are assembled correctly and safely. Careless
assembly can lead to accidents and serious damage and / or injury to you or others. If you
have no technical experience or are not familiar with the general assembly instructions, we
recommend that you have our products assembled by a professional company.

Check out our YouTube channel for installation videos:

@ExploreGlazing
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https://www.youtube.com/@ExploreGlazing
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